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摘  要 







































Lan Bozhou borned in 1960 is a more influential writer on the reportage in Taiwan 
today.In 26 years of creativity So far, he does a lot of attempts on novel, 
reportage,history oral and movie adaptation as well as the field of documentary 
production,since his first works Travelers was published in 1983.The following text 
focus on analysing the characteristics in various stages of Lan Bozhou and the 
transformation of his creative process.In this paper,I tried to analyse the creative 
features and the transition process of Lan Bozhou in his creatition track. The 
meanings of literary and society of Lan Bozhou's investigate are studied. And the text 
The Song of Capporo carriage is discussed, with Hou Hsiao-hsien's Good men,Good 
women, for comparison,and a brief overview is also given about the relevant content 
and cultural impact of the 40 sets documentary Thoughts of Taiwan produced by Lan 
Bozhou. 
Chapter 1: The first chapter is the introduction. Firstly,this paper introduces the 
process of definition of the scope of the study and selection of research topic, through 
combing the creation of Lan Bozhou in his various stages ,explores the fruits and 
creativity of his characteristics with different genres. On this basis, this paper 
Summarizes and organizes the Study and discussion of other researchers before. 
Chapter 2: It focuses on Examining the entire creation track of Lan Bozhou in 
chronological order. Observating the experience in his growth and his cerebration and 
identification.In section 1, it analyzeds the Characteristics and content of the short 
stories in Travelers. In section2, it analyzes what he has always thought about 
identification and the meaning of existence in his novel The Birth of a young Novelist. 
Section 3 explores the position and achievement of Lan Bozhou’s reportage in Taiwan 
literature. In section 4, it discusses the successful combination of oral history and 
novel, with The Vines coiled round the Tree be being analysised as the main object, 
and reveals the multiple meanings of "entangled" . 














Bozhou’s reportage.The first section discusses Lan Bozhou’s work about Taiwan 
Hakka people and Taiwan Hakka society.Two characteristics of Lan Bozhou’s 
reportage are discussed in the third section,including the method of oral history and 
the perspective of the common people. 
Chapter 4: The reflection of Lan Bozhou’s works in film and television media is 
discussed in shis part.The first one is the Consistency of The Song of Sapporo 
carriage writed by Lan Bozhou and Good men,Good women by Hou Hsiao-hsien.The 
second one is the production strategies and the main content of the documentary 
Thoughts of Taiwan produced by Lan Bozhou. 
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